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Quality of Ginning Services in Relation
to Cost of Ginning in South Louisiana,
1948 and 1949
James F. Hudson and Robert A. Montgomery^
Cotton production in southern Louisiana has declined only
slightly over the past twenty years in spite of a large reduction in
the acreage planted. Approximately one-fourth of the Louisiana
cotton crop is produced in the South Louisiana cotton area and many
of the farmers derive an important part of their mcome from the
sale of cotton (Figure 1). Almost all gins in the area are custom gins
providing a public service to the producer who m_aintains ownership
of the cotton in the process of ginning.
The quality of the ginning service available in the area is
reflected in the value of the ginned lint and in the farmer's income.
Even so, charges for ginning are relatively fixed and normally bear
no relation to the quality of the service. The potential value of
cotton may be increased or decreased, depending on the extent of
plant equipment and its operation during the ginning process. Care-
less handling by the producer, sometimes practiced during rush
seasons, may be offset to some extent by good gir^ning, while gains
normally expected from careful harvesting may be lost by poor
ginning.
Premiums and discounts in prices of American cotton should
encourage producers who harvest their own crop to pick and handle
it in a manner to insure premium grades. An examination of the
seasonal average grade of cotton over the past nine years shows this
has not been true in South Louisiana, since with the exception of
1947 and 1948, grades have averaged well below Middling (Table 1).
Producers in the area lose many dollars each year through careless
harvesting or through improper ginning, or a combination of both.
_
Hudson, James F., Assistant Agricultural Economist, Depanment of Agricultural Eco-
nomics, Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station; Montgomery, Robert A., Ao-ricultural
Economist, Research and Testing Division, Cotton Branch, Production and Marketing Admin-
istration, Stoneville, Mississippi.
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TABLE 1. The average grade and staple length of cotton produced in
District No. 4, South Louisiana, and the proportion reduced
in grade due to rough gin preparation 1941 through 19*49^
Year Grade2 Staple length
Rough gin
Preparation^
Index 32nds of an inch Percent
1941 y^.o 33.2
1942 95.6 32.6 40.9
1943 97.3 32.7 19.3
1944 95.6 32.1 36.0
1945 93.8 33.1 15.8
1946 96.7 33.1 23.2
1947 100.0 33.4 16.2
1948 99.7 33.6 5.4
1949 96.5 33.7 13.1
lEstimated grade and staple length of cotton ginned. South Central area, P.M.A.,
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Memphis, Tenn.
294 — SLM = Strict Low Middling; 100 = M Middling; 104 = SM = Strict
Middling.
sPercent of total ginnings reduced 1 or more grades because of rough gin preparation.
Since 1940 the early season demand for cotton has readily moved
the South Louisiana crop into the channels of trade. Should surplus
stock develop in the lower grades, the demand for these grades would
decline, resulting in wider price discounts in relation to better grades
and a corresponding decrease in the value of the crop and a less
favorable market for cotton from the area.
OBJECTIVES AND IMPORTANCE OF STUDY
The objectives of this study were: (1) to determine the quality of
ginning services provided by gins handling hand-harvested cotton
and equipped with varying amounts of cleaning and drying equip-
ment; (2) to ascertain the cost of providing ginning services at gins
equipped with different amounts of cleaning and drying machinery;
and (3) to develop information concerning the amount of cleaning
and conditioning equipment required to provide a satisfactory gin-
ning service to producers in the area.
Both producers and ginners have a direct interest in the com-
parative efficiency of available ginning facilities as measured in
terms of the cost and quality of the services rendered. It is important
that farmers realize the opportunity they have for increasing the
value of their crop through the use of improved ginning services as
well as improved harvesting practices and that the girmer realize his
obligation to the farmer and to the economy of the area in providing
an efficient and economical ginning service.
The findings of this study will be applicable to other cotton areas
2
where similar harvesting methods are employed and climatic con-
ditions prevail.
METHOD AND SCOPE OF STUDY
The study was conducted in the six parishes centered around
Lafayette and Opelousas, Louisiana (Figure 1). These parishes com-
prise the main cotton producing area in southern Louisiana and are
among the highest in the state v/ith respect to the percentage of
cotton reduced in grade because of rough gin preparation.
Appraisals were made of 36 gins in the area prior to the 1948
ginning season to determine the extent of plant equipment in the
area and to provide information necessary for the classification of
the gins for comparative analysis of the quality and cost of ginning
data.
On the basis of these appraisals the gins were grouped into two
categories: (1) standard gins, those judged capable of doing a credit-
FIGURE 1.—Location of Parishes Included in the Study, by Grade and
Staple Reporting Districts, Louisiana, 1948 and 1949.
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able job of ginning on relatively clean and dry hand-picked cotton;
and (2) substandard gins, the older, more obsolete gins usually in a
poor state of repair. This second group was further subdivided into
two groups: substandard gins with driers and substandard gins
without driers. Only five gins surveyed were without driers, all of
which were classified as substandard plants. Only one of the gins
in the substandard group employed extractor feeders and none
employed overhead cleaning equipment. All gins in the standard
group were in good operating condition and had a drier, extractor
feeders, or an overhead cleaner and drum feeders, and huller front
gin stands.
For the quality phase of the study, samples were taken from four
bales of cotton at weekly intervals for a period of four weeks at each
of the 36 gins during 1 948 and from six bales at weekly intervals for
a period of six weeks during 1949. These samples included the fol-
lowing:
Samples of seed cotton to determine foreign matter and
moisture content of cotton as delivered at gin.
Samples of seed cotton taken at feeder to determine
foreign matter and moisture content after conditioning
and cleaning.
Sample of ginned lint for moisture content determination.
Sample of ginned lint for grade and staple classification.
As each bale was sampled, information was recorded on such
items as seed board setting, saw speeds, seed roll density, drier temp-
eratures, and extent and use of installed equipment
For the cost phase of the study, data were obtained from the
financial records of 31 of the 36 gins during 1943 and from 30 gins
during 1949. The sample consisted of 18 standard gins, 9 substand-
ard gins with driers and 4 substandard gins without driers during
1948 and 18, 7, and 5 gins for the three groups, respectively, in 1949.
Since the number of gins in the sample classified as substandard
without driers was small the substandard groups were combined and
used as one group for this phase of the study.
THE GINNING INDUSTRY IN SOUTH LOUISIANA
In 1945 there were 145 gins in operation in South Louisiana,
as compared to 148 in 1935 (Table 2). The average volume of cotton
handled in this area per gin is relatively small. Since 1930, volumes
have fluctuated widely around 850 bales per gin.
During the 10-year period 1935-1945, the number of gins in
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TABLE 2. Total vumher of gins; number equipped with driers; specified
doffinj^ equipment; and type of j,nn stand fronts, South Lou-
isian, seasons 1935, 1940 and 1945
Year
Total
gins
Gins
equipped
with
driers
Gin stands
e(fuipped with:
Gins equi]>ped
with: Av. No.
of stands
per gin
Huiler
fronts
Plain
fronts
lirush
doffing
Air blast
doffing
1945
1940
1935
Number Number Numljcr Number
13
19
51
Number Number Number
145
149
148
107
67
3
132
130
97
97
108
111
48
41
37
3.0
3.6
3.6
Source: "Cotton Gimiing Machinery and Equipment in the United States." United
States Department of Commerce.
the area equipped with driers increased from 3 to 107. In the same
period the number of gins using plain front gin stands decreased
from 51 to 13. Several gins have installed additional equipment since
1945. The survey of gins made in connection with this studv revealed
only a few gins not equipped with driers at that rime. Three of the
gins surveyed were employing overhead cleaners exclusive of cleaner
type driers, and two gins were using two drying systems. The extent
of plant equipment ranged from plain front staiids with no overhead
cleaning or drying to modern gins with huller front stands, extractor
feeders, a drier and one incline cleaner. No gin in the area had
elaborate overhead cleaning and drying systems and none had
installed the newly developed lint cleaners.
Practically all ginners in South Louisiana purchase both cotton-
seed and lint from the producers at the time they gin their cotton.
Purchases of lint are generally made either as an agent for cotton
merchants or as independent buyers, who, in turn, sell through one
of the several markets operating in the area during the ginning
season.
The state of Louisiana has no restrictions on the ownership of
gins by oil mills; consequently a large number of gins in the area are
owned by them or are otherwise financially connected with them.
ROUGH GLN PREPARATION
Preparation, one of the three factors de<-ermining the grade of
cotton, denotes the degree of smoothness with which cotton is ginned.
It is directly related to the moisture content of the seed cotton, the
condition of ginning equipment, and its method of operation. The
South Louisiana cotton area has the highest percentage of rough
preparation of any area within the state. From 1942 through the 1949
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season an average of one-fourth of the cotton ginned in South Louisi-
ana was reduced one or more grades because of rough gin preparation
(Table 1).
A study of the relationship of climate and gin machinery to the
percentage of rough gin preparation in Louisiana revealed that the
largest percentage of monthly ginning reduced one or more grades
because of rough preparation occurred during the months having the
largest amount of rainfall.2 It was also found that the cleaning and
conditioning equipment employed by the gins and gin stand oper-
ating practices affected the preparation of the lint. In addition, cer-
tain physical characteristics of the seed cotton, such as immature
fibers or weevil damaged locks of cotton, are likely to give the lint
a rough or neppy appearance when ginned.
THE RELATIONSHIP OF CONDITION OF SEED COTTON,
GIN MACHINERY AND OPERATING PRACTICES
TO QUALITY OF GINNING
In quality of ginning studies, conducted by the Cotton Branch
of the United States Department of Agriculture throughout the
Cotton Belt, it has been found that the better equipped gins in an
area usually receive a higher proportion of roughly harvested and
wet cotton than the gins not so well equipped. As a result, there is
little difference in the average seasonal grades of cotton obtained
by gins within an area, regardless of the amount and condition of
equipment in the individual gins. These studies have shown that
producers recognize the value of auxiliary cleaning and conditioning
equipment and take their wet or roughly harvested cotton to the
better gins. The less extensively equipped plants, receiving cleaner
and drier cotton, are thereby able to turn out an average lint grade
equal to or often better than that of poorly harvested cotton ginned
on gins employing more clenning and conditioning equipment. Also
the older, more obsolete gins usually cease operating in the latter
part of the season when a large part of the crop is harvested rough.
Operating practices such as seed roll density and seed board settings
also have direct bearing on the grade of lint. It is necessary, there-
fore, in the comparison of ginning quality performed by gins employ-
ing varying amounts of equipmtent, to consider the condition of the
2 Hudson, James F., "Relationship of Climate and Gin Machinery to
Rough Gin Preparation of Cotton in Louisiana." Louisiana Bulletin No. 432,
October, 1948.
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seed cotton as it arrives at the gins and the oper^^ling practices used
while ginning the cotton-
Moisture Conditions of Seed Cotton
The humid climatic conditions prevailing throughout the grow-
ing and harvest seasons in this area necessitate the harvesting of
much of the crop in a very green and damp condition. Before driers
came into general use throughout the area, farmers delayed their
picking or dried their cotton by placing it m the sun or by storing
it in the barn and turning it frequently untu it was dry enough to
gin. As competition from other crops lor labor at haivest time
increased and gins began to install driers, farm.ers largely abandoned
these home drying practices, thereby placmg the problem of excess
moisture removal on the gins. As the moisture content of seed cotton
is one of the principal factors that influence the preparation of the
ginned lint, the removal of excess moisture is of paramount impor-
tance in this area.
Tests designed to determine the effect of dryjng on lint grades
have shown grade improvements averaging one-third of a grade as
a result of drying seed cotton with an original moisture content
ranging from 12.0 to 15 9 per cent, and one full grade improvement
on cotton containing over 16.0 per cent moisture. 3 No improvement
in grade resulted in drying seed cotton containing 12.0 per cent or
less moisture. These tests were conducted on gins em.ploying no
cleaning equipment other than drum feeders and hullcr front gin
stands.
Over 90 per cent of the 1949 South Louisiana crop was harvested
and arrived at the gins containing moisture in excess of 12.0 per cent.
During the 1948 season, one of the most favorable, approximately 60
per cent of the crop was brought to the gins in such condition as to
warrant artificial drying (Table 3).
There were no significant differences in the moisture content of
the seed cotton received by the three groups of gini\ In both 1948 and
1949, gins without driers received cotton having [he same seasonal
average moisture content as did the standard gins (Tables 4 and 5)
For both seasons the substandard gins with driers received cotton
with only slightly less moisture than the standaid gms or substan-
dard gins without driers. The 1948 crop averaged sligbtlv more than
3 F. T.. Gcrdes and C. A. Bennett. "Effect of Artifirinllv Drvin^; Seed
Cotton Before Ginning on Certoin Qiialitv Elements of the Lint "and Seed
and on the Operation of the Gin Stand." U. S. Department of Apiculture
Technical Bulletin No. 508, May, 1936.
TABLE 3. The percentage of cotton arriving at gins with 12 percent or
less moisture in the seed cOtton> and the percent of ginnings
with lint moisture content of 6.9 percent or less, by gin groups.
South Louisiana, seasons of 19'48 and 1949^
1948 season
Gin
Groups
Seed cotton con-
taining 12 per
cent or less
moisture upon
arrival at gin
Lint containing
6.9 percent or
less moisture
Percent Percent
Standard 39.8 48.0
Sub-
standard :
With
driers 47.4 44.6
Without
driers 38.7 .7 i
1949 season
Seed cotton con-
taining 12 per
cent or less
moisture upon
arrival at gin
Percent
8.5
6.9
1.6
Lint contammg
6.9 percent or
less moisture
Percent
45.9
25.6
^Seasonal averages, weighted l>y the number of bales gimied by gins in each group.
13 per cent in seed cotton moisture content when it arrived at the
gins. By comparison, the 194.9 crop contained approximately 3 per
cent additional moisture, or slightly more than 16 per cent. For each
month throughout the latter season the seed cotton averaged 15 per
cent or more moisture, and the first ginnings sampled at the standard
gins contained 23.9 per cent seed cotton moisture.
The standard gins were the most efficient in removing excess
moisture from seed cotton. This group removed an average of 12.5
and 14.0 per cent, or one-eight and one-seventh of the seed cotton
moisture in 1948 and 1949, respectively. Substandard gins with driers
removed 10.8 and 9,9 per cent, while the substandard gins without
driers removed only 2.9 and 5.5 for the 1948 and 1949 seasons,
respectively.
For all but the first ginning period of 1948, and for the season as
a whole, the standard gins and substandard gins with driers were
successful in reducing the average seed cotton moisture to below 12
per cent before it reached the gin saws. For most efficient ginning it
is desirable that the seed cotton moisture content be below 12 per
cent when it reaches the gin saws. None of the gins v/ere able to lower
the seed cotton moisture before ginning to this extent in the 1949 sea^
son. Although the standard gins removed almost one-fourth of the
seed cotton moisture by weight from their first ginnings, there
remained 18.6 per cent moisture in the seed cotton as it reached the
gin saws. It was noted that one-half of these bales sampled during
TABLE 4. Seed cotton moisture conteiit and removal, and lint moisture
content, by gm groups, for specified ginning periods and for
the season, South Louisiana, season 1948^
standard
Suljstandard
:
With driers
Without driers
August 29-Septemher 4
14.4
12.9
13.0
11.7
11.8
12.9
After Septeinl)er
18.8
8.5
.8
Gin group
Moisture content per 100 pounds seed cotton
Moisture content per
100 pounds of lint
Wagon2 Feeder^ Removal
Pounds Pounds Percent Pounds
To August 21
Standard 15.0 12.8 14.7 /.I
Sut)standard
:
With driers 14.8 12.9 12.8 7.2
Without driers 14.8 13.8
August 22-28
6.8 9.8
Standard 12.4 11.2 9.7 7.5
Suhstandard
:
With driers 12.1 11.4 5.8 7.3
Without driers 12.4 12.1 2.4 9,5
Standard 12.0 11.0 8.3 7.0
Substandard
:
With driers 11.5 10.2 11.3 7.1
Without driers 13.2
«
13.0
Seasonal average
1.5
s
9.6
Standard 13.6 11.9 12.5 7.1
Substandard
With driers 13.0 11.6 10.8 7.1
Without driers 13.6 13.2 2.9 9.6
^wi. g,ixii.iii5^ Kciiuu aiiu lur season are weigntea ijy numhe
by gins in each group for each period and for season.
^Indicates amount of moisture in seed cotton prior to conditioning.
«Indicates amount of moisture in seed cotton after conditioning.
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TABLE 5. Seed cotton moisture content and removal, and
Imt moisture
content, by gin groups, for specified ginning perioas
and for
the season, South Louisiana, season 1949^
Moisture eontcnl: per 100 pounds of seed cotton M[oisture content
per
lOO pounds of lint
Gin group
Wagon^ Feeder^ Removal
Pounds Pounds Percent Pounds
First ginnings
Standard 23.9 18.6
Early season
22.2
1
10.4
—
Standard
Substandard
:
With driers
18.5
17.3
15.5
15.6
16.2
9.8
7.0
8.4
Without driers 18.2 18.2
Mid-season
0 11.1
Standard
Substandard
:
With driers
15.a
15.8
13.4
14.6
10.7
7.6
7.0
8.0
Without driers 16.7 15.7
Late season
6.0 10.6
Standard
Suhstandard
:
With driers
16.7
16.0
14.0
14.1
16.2
11.9
7.8
8.6
Without driers 15.9 15.1
Seasonal average
5.0
,s
10.3
Standard
Substandard
:
With driers
16.4
16.2
14.1
14.6
14.0
9.9
7.4
8.3
Without driers 16.4 15.5
5.5 10.5
lAverages for ginning period and for season are weighted by number of
bales ginned
by gins in each group for each period and for season.
aindicates amount of moisture in seed colton prior to conditioning.
^Indicates amount of moisture in seed cotton after conditioning.
this period were passed through the drier twice before ginning. To
reduce the moisture content of this cotton to 12 per cent or below
would have required additional drying equipment, with an estimated
capacity two or three times as great as that now in use.
Moisture removed from seed cotton in the cleaning and drying
10
process at the gin is primarily moisture removed from the lint. 4
Standard gins turned out lint that averaged 7.1 per cent moisture in
1948 and 7.4 per cent in 1949. Ginnings of the substandard gins
equipped with driers in 1948 averaged 7.1 per cent lint moisture, or
the same as standard gins, and 8.3 per cent in 1949. Substandard
Substandard ginsj Without driers
ill
Substandard gins: With driers
mm m m ImlMM.- uiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
ho
standsard gins
20
& 0.0 - 7*0 - 8.0 - 10,0 - 12.0 &
less 6.9 7.9 9.9 11.9 above
Distribution of ginnings by lint moisture contents
100
60
Uo
20
c
B
III
B
B
and
ring
$.9 Sc 6.0 - 7.0- B.O - 10.0 - 12.0 Sc
less 6.9 7.9 9.9 11.9 above
Moisture per 100 pounds of lint
FIGURE 2.—The Distribution of Ginnings by Lint Moisture Contents
the Percentage of Normal (B) and Rough (C) Gin Preparation Occur-
at Specified Lint Moisture Contents, South Louisiana, Season 1949.
4 Ibid.
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gins not equipped with driers turned out lint that contained an
average of 9.6 per cent moisture in the 1948 season and 10.5 per cent
in the 1949 season.
An analysis of the relationship of lint moisture to rough gin
preparation in 1949 revealed that each increase in the moisture
content of the lint resulted in additional increases in the proportion
of bales reduced in grade because of rough gin preparation (Figure
2) . Only 3.0 per cent of ginnings with a lint moisture content of 5.9
per cent or less were reduced in grade because of rough gin prepara-
tion, whereas 72.2 per cent were reduced when the lint moisture was
12.0 per cent or greater. Within the normal or relatively dry lint
moisture ranges of 6.0 to 6.9 per cent and 7.0 to 7.9 per cent, 13.0 and
21.0 per cent, respectively, of the ginnings were reduced in grade.
Thus efficient drying of the seed cotton is desirable. The possibility
of effecting significant reductions in the proportion of rough prepara-
tion in this area through employment of additional drying capacities
is illustrated by the fact that only 3 per cent of the bales were
reduced in grade when the lint moisture content was below 6.0 per
cent, as compared to 13.0 per cent when the lint moisture content
ranged from 6.0 to 6.9 per cent.
Although excess moisture in the fiber Is a principal factor caus-
ing rough preparation in the area, it is apparent that certain physical
characteristics of the seed cotton and lint in conjunction with lint
moisture content have a direct bearing on the preparation element of
lint grades. The effect of lint moisture content in combination with
varying staple length on rough gin preparation may account for a
small proportion of the additional rough preparation found in the
lower lint moisture ranges in 1949. Staple length of the 1949 crop
was approximately 1/32 of an inch longer than that for the 1948
crop. Weevil infestation was extremely heavy in 1949 and the moti-
ness of weevil-damaged locks of seed cotton accounted for part of
the increased rough preparation. Rank plant growth and frequent
rainfall throughout the 1949 harvest season prohibited normal boll
openings on the stalk, and as a result, much of the cotton was picked
with the locks of seed cotton in a compact form, similar to locks in
unopened bolls. Unless these locks of seed cotton are opened or
fluffed in the drying, cleaning, and extracting processes, the lint will
be removed by the gin sav/s in the form of tangled or matted tufts of
fibers, referred to in the cotton trade as naps.
Foreign Matter Content and Removal
While the foreign matter content of cotton as harvested in this
12
area is relatively low and the extent of plant equipment limited,
findings of this study reveal that both the amount of foreign matter
in the seed cotton received by the gins and the equipment employed
in its removal have a direct relationship to the resulting lint grades
(Tables 6 and 7). The uniformity of color and the relatively small
TABLE 6. Foreijrn matter content and differences of seed cotton before
conditioning and cleaning that produced SM, M, and SLM lint
grades after ginning on standard and substandard gins. South
Louisiana, season 1948
Foreign matter content
Grade of lint standard
gins
Substandard
gins
Differences in foreign matter con-
tent, hy gin groups
Percent Percent Percent
SM
M
.9
1.5
.7
1.2
.2
.3*
Difference of grades .6* .5*
M
SLM
1.5
2.9
12
2:1
.3*
.8
Difference of grades 1.4* .9
Indicates differences are significant,
TABLE 7. Foreign matter content and differences of seed cotton before
conditioning and cleaning that produced SM, M and SLM lint
grades after ginning on standard gins, substandard gins with
driers and substandard gins without driers, South Louisiana,
season 1949'
Foreign matter content Differences in foreign matter
Grade of lint Substandard gins
:
content, by gin groups
Standard
gins
With
driers
Without
driers
standard
and sub-
Standard
with driers
Standard
and sub-
standard
without
driers
Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
SM
M
Difference in grade
.7
1.0
.3
.7
.8
.1
.5
.7
.21
0
.2*
.2
.3*
SM
SLM
Difference in grade
.7
1.1
.4
.7
1.4
.7*
.5
1.0
.5
0
.3 .1
M
SLM
Difference in grade
1.0
1.1
.1
.8
1.4
.6*
.7
1.0
.3
.2*
.3
.3*
.1
Indicates differences are significant.
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proportion of rough preparation permitted a comprehensive study
of the efficiency of foreign matter removal by the different gin
groups in 1948. Significant differences were found to exist in the
foreign matter content of seed cotton that graded Strict Middling,
Middling, and Strict Low Middling after being ginned on standard
gins. For the same year an increase in the average foreign matter
present before ginning of 0.5 per cent, or 6 to 7 pounds per bale of
seed cotton, resulted in a decrease in grade from Strict Middling to
Middling when the seed cotton was ginned on substandard gins
(Table 8). For seed cotton ginned on standard gins, the average
foreign matter content before drying and clearing by lint grade
intervals, ranged from 0.9 per cent for Strict Middling lint to 5.9
TABLE 8. The average foreign matter content of seed cotton before and
after cleaning that produced specified lint grades after being
ginned on standard and substandard gins, South Louisiana,
season 1948
Grade
Standard gins Substandard gins
Foreign matter content per 100
pounds of seed cotton
Foreign matter
pounds of
content per 100
seed cotton
Desig. Index
Before
cleaning
After
cleaning
Before
cleaning
After
cleaning
Percent Percent Percent Percent
SM 104 .9 .5 .7 .5
M+ 101 1.1 .6 1.0 .7
M 100 1.5 .7 1.2 .8
M - 98 1.6 .9 1.5 .9
SLM-f 96 1.8 .9 1.5 1.1
SLM 94 2.9 1.1 2.1 1.2
SLM - 91 3.3 1.3
LM+ 88 5.9 1.4
per cent for Low Middling plus lint. When ginned on substandard
gins, foreign matter content ranged from 0.7 per cent for Strict
Middling to 2.1 per cent for Strict Low Middling lint.
Of more significance is the comparative efficienc^^ of the two
groups of gins in the removal of foreign matter from seed cotton.
The greater effectiveness of the standard gins is illustrated by the
differences in average foreign matter content of the seed cotton
required to produce lint of similar grades at the two groups of gins.
While standard gins were able to obtain Middling grades from seed
14
cotton containing an average of 1.5 per cent foreign matter, substan-
dard gins required cleaner cotton containing an average of 1.2
per cent foreign matter to produce Middling lint. Substandard gins
required seed cotton containing 0.8 per cent less foreign matter than
standard gins to produce Strict Lov/ Middling lint cotton, or 2.1 as
compared with 2.9 per cent. The fact that the foreign matter content
of seed cotton after cleaning by both gin groups was practically the
same for identical lint grades offers conclusive evidence that stan-
dard gins performed a superior service for the cotton growers.
Similar differences existed in 1949, both as to the average seed
cotton foreign matter content requirements for specified grades
ginned by the same gin groups, and the average seed cotton foreign
matter required to produce similar grades of lint when ginned at
different groups of gins.
The importance of adequate drying in obtaining maxim.um ef-
ficiency from cleaning and extracting machinery is illustrated by
the effectiveness of all gins in the removal of foreign matter from
seed cotton for the wet season of 1949 and the dry season of 1948.
All groups of gins were less efficient in the removal of foreign matter
in 1949, requiring cleaner seed cotton to produce lint grades com-
parable to those obtained in 1948. Standard gins obtained Middling
lint from seed cotton containing 1.5 per cent foreij^n matter in 1948
and 1.0 per cent in 1949. Substandard gins ginned Middling lint from
seed cotton having 1.2 per cent foreign matter in 1948, as compared
to 0.8 and 0.7 per cent for the substandard gins with and without
driers, respectively, in 1949.
In 1948 the seed cotton received by the standard gins contained
0.3 per cent more foreign matter than the cotton received by the
substandard gins with driers and 0 8 per cent more, or twice the
amount received by the sub.standard gins without driers (Tables 9
and 10). The seed cotton after conditioning and cleaning by the
standard gins contained less foreign matter than seed cotton handled
by the substandard gins without driers and only 0.1 of one per cent
more than the seed cotton cleaned by the substandard gins with
driers. Standard gins removed an average of 56.2 per cent of the
foreign matter from their seasonal ginnings, as compared with 38.5
and 25.0 per cent removed by the substandard ghis with driers and
the substandard gins without driers, respectively.
Again, in the season of 1949 the standard gins received seed cotton
containing more foreign matter than that received by either group of
substandard gins. The seed cotton processed by the standard gins,
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although containing onvs-third more foreign matter, was cleaned to
such an extent that the foreign matter remaining in the seed
cotton
as it reached the gin stand was less than that contained in the
seed
cotton ginned on the substandard plants. During the latter
part of
the season, when substandard plants received a substantial part of
their total volume, the foreign matter in seed cotton arriving
at gins
consisted largely of burs. Therefore, the removal of this type
of
foreign matter, while important in the final analysis, does not
have
the same effect on grades, in this area in particular, as does
the
rem.oval of leaf and small pin trash.
Grade and Value of Lint
As previously stated, the 1948 growing and harvesting season in
South Louisiana was one of the most favorable on record. Lint grades
were well above average and the proportion of bales reduced
in
grade because of rough gin preparation was the smallest in recent
years (Table 11).
Seasonal average grades obtained in 1948 at the substandard gins
without driers were slightly higher than thos?? at either standard
gins or substandard gins v/ith driers. The higher grades for gins of
this group are readily attributable to the fact that these gins received
seed cotton containing only one-half the amount of foreign matter
present in the seed cotton received by standard gins and two-thirds
of that received by the substandard gins with driers. If all gins had
received seed cotton equal in foreign matter content, pronounced
grade differences in favor of the better gins would have been evident.
As the moisture content of the 1948 crop was unuiually low for this
area, only 3.9 and 3.2 per cent of the seasonal ginnings of the standard
gins and substandard gins with driers, respectively, were reduced in
grade because of rough preparation. Substandard gins not equipped
with driers had over twice this amount, or 8.4 per cent, reduced
one or more grades.
During each ginning period in 1949 when the moisture content
of seed cotton was high, standard gins produced higher lint grades
than either group of substandard gins (Table 12). The seasonal
average grade of the standard gins v/as also higher, although this
group ginned a considerable amount of very low grade, early season
cotton, thereby lowering the seasonal average grades of this group
proportionately. Substandard gins equipped with driers averaged
slightly higher grades than did the substandard gins not equipped
with driers. The higher grades from gins equipped with driers is
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primarily due to the lower proportion of rough preparation at these
gins. It is interesting to note that for each gin period, excluding first
ginnings, the composite grade average for standard gins and sub-
standard gins with driers is one-third grade lower than the color and
leaf elements of grade, while this difference on substandard gins
without driers is two-thirds of a grade in each instance.
Based on Government loan prices for 1-1/16 inch cotton at
Opelousas, Louisiana, the seasonal average value per bale for cotton
ginned on standard gins was $1.08 higher than cotton ginned on sub-
standard gins with driers, and $2.50 higher than cotton ginned on
substandard gins without driers (Table 13). When the preparation
factor of grade is ehminated and bale values are adjusted upward
accordingly, the average bale values for the three gin groups are
approximately the same, with the substandard group without driers
being slightly higher. This is relatively the same situation that ex-
isted with respect to average grade in 1948 when the proportion
of rough preparation v/as much lower for ail gms. It should be
recalled, however, that the grades obtained at the standard gins
were from seed cotton containing one-third more foreign matter
than that which was ginned by the substandard gms. A comparison
of average bale values for actual grades and estimated grades, as-
suming all bales were smooth, reveals the standard gins had an
estimated seasonal loss of $2.31 per bale due to rough gin preparation,
as compared to $3.33 per bale loss for substandard gms with driers
and $5.67 per bale for substandard gins without driers. On the first
ginnings of the standard gins, when the seed cotton contained 23.9
per cent moisture and 93.3 per cent of the bales were reduced one or
more grades because of rough gin preparation, (.he average loss on
this cotton was $13.98 per bale. This emphasizes the importance of
careful harvesting practices followed by farm drying if any of the
gins are to perform a good job of ginning.
Lint Moisture As Related To Monetary Returns To Farmers
Since the extra weight gained in high moisture-content cotton
has somewhat restricted the employment of driers in this area, an
analysis of the relationship of lint laoisture to monetary returns to
the producer was made on the 1949 crop. As previously stated, it
was found that the moisture content of the lint at the time of ginnincf
was directly related to the preparation element of grade, and that
increasing proportions of roughly gir-ned cotton occurred at increas-
ingly higher lint-moisture contents. Also related to the moisture
21
TABLE 13. The relationship of lint moisture content to rough gin prepara-
tion, turnout, and monetary returns to the producer, by gin
groups and ginning periods, South Louisiana, season 1949^
Lint moisture
Value of lint per bale
Per 100 Per bale
Gin graups Actual gin Normal gin
j
Loss due to Turn- pounds in excess
preparation2 preparation^ preparation out of lint 7.0%*
Dollars Dollars Dollars Per- Pounds Pounds
First ginnings cent
Staiidcird 135.46 149.44 13.98 10.4 16.3
Early season
oxaiiu.d.1 u. 145.66 148.23 2.57 37.4 7.0 0
Substandard.
witn Qriers 140.72 146.06 5.34 36.8 Q A D./
VV1111UU.X 145.54 151.14 5.60 36.8 11.1 19.6
Mid-season
Standard 149.25 150.81 1.56 36.6 7.0 nU
Substandard
W^ith driers 147.20 149.81 2.61 36.6 JS.U 4.0
WllllULlL Lll ICl 3 145.92 151.67 5.75 36.4 10.6 17.2
Late season
o idiiciai 11 142.82 145.17 2.35 37.1 7.8
Q Q
Substandard
W^ith driers 144.Uo 147.09 3.01 37.0 8.6 7.7
Without driers 141.41 147.05 5.64 36.9 10.3 15.8
Seasonal average
Standard 145.71 148.02 2.31 36.9 7.4 1.9
Substandard
With driers 144.63 147.96 3.33 ,30.8 8.3 6.2
Without driers 143.21 148.88 5.67 36.7 10.5 16.8
lAverages for ginning period and for season are weighted by number of bales ginned
by gins in each group lor each period and for season.
2Bale values for actual gin preparation determined by applying loan rates for grade
of bale sampled to 500-lb. bale of 1-1/16 inch cotton at Opelousas Louisiana.
^Estimated bale value for normal gin preparation determined by adjusting upward
the grades of all rough bales on basis of color, leaf and normal preparation, and apply-
ing loan rates as previously described.
*Lint moisture of 7 percent is considered normal.
content of the seed cotton and. consequently, to the lint moisture at
time of ginning, is gin turnout, or proporton of lint weight to seed
cotton weight. Significantly, it was found that gains in weight from
excess moisture were m.ore than offset by the loss of lint through
the failure of the gins to remove as much lint from the seed when
the cotton contained excess moisture. Gins not employing driers
turned out lint containing as much as 20 pounds of moisture per bale
more than similar seed cotton ginned on standard gins employing
22
driers. However, for each gin period and for the season as a whole,
gins employing driers were able to give the producer more weight
in the form of actual lint for each pound of seed cotton than were
gins not employing driers. Although the differences in turnout by
weight between the gin groups were small, the differences in actual
pounds of lint were great, being as high as 20 pounds per 500-pound
bale. Producers patronizing gins not equipped v/ith driers in 1949
were placing cotton on the market containing 15.5 pounds of excess
moisture and a correspondingly less amount of lint per bale. As
cotton containing excess moisture rapidly loses weight, generally
buyers make allowances in the average prices paic! in areas from
which such cotton is consistently shipped. Therefore, all producers
and ginners alike are generally penalized in any area v/here such
conditions exist.
There was no appreciable difference in the staple length of
cotton ginned by the three groups of gins The average staple length
of the 1949 crop was slightly longer than the 1948 crop. In 1948 the
staple length was 1-1/32 of an inch as compared to 1-1/16 of an inch
for the 1949 crop. An analysis of the relationship of drier temperature
to staple length indicated that the amount of drying used had no
significant effect on the staple length (Table 14).
An analysis of the grades of crop reporting or statistical gins
located in South Louisiana was made for the 1949 crop. These gins
were selected to furnish samples from cotton ginned, to be used
as a basis for cotton quality estimates. The seasonal average per bale
TABLE 14. The effect of drying temperature on staple length, South
Louisiana, seasons of 1948 and 1949'
Year Drier temperature
No drying
Below 200 200 degrees
degrees and above
32nd of an inch 32nd of an inch 32nd of an inch
1948 33.4 33.3 33.4
1949 34.7 34.0 33.9
^Simple averages.
value for cotton ginned at these gins ranged from $134.88 to $151.15,
a difference of $16.27 per bale (Table 15). The average loss due to
rough gin preparation ranged from 23 cents per bale to $5.40 per bale,
with an average loss of $1.49 per bale for all gins. All of these gins
were equipped with driers. This illustrates further the significance
23
TABLE 15. Estimated average loss in value per bale resulting from
rough gin preparation for 11 crop reporting gins. South
Louisiana, seasons of 1948 and 1949^
Gins Actual cash
value per bale
Estimated cash value
per bale if all bales
were smooth
Loss per bale due
to rough
preparation
Dollars Dollars Dollars
No. 1 134.88 137.60 2.72
2 147.04 147.93 .89
3 150.65 151.31 .66
4 149.04 149.40 .36
5 148.58 149.75 1.17
6 147.31 148.53 1.22
7 151.15 151.38 .23
8 147.53 148.80 1.27
9 146.24 147.31 1.07
10 143.32 148.72 5.40
11 146.92 148.01 1.09
All gins 145.67 147.16 1.49
^Actual bale values determined by applying loan rates for 1-1/16 inch cotton at
Opelousas, Louisiana, to average grade for each gin. Estimated value for smoothly gin-
ned cotton determined by adjusting upward the grades of all roughly ginned cotton
on basis of color, leaf and normal preparation, and applying loan rate as previously
described.
of proper ginning in relation to the cotton producer's income.
Preventing Gin Damage To Cotton
Damage to cotton in ginning is caused by poor ginning prepara-
tion. Preparation, one of the three elements considered in determin-
ing grade, is determined by such factors as the nappiness, neppiness,
stringmoss, roughness, and matiness of the ginned lint (Figure 3).
If ginned properly, cotton has a smooth, even appearance whereas
improperly ginned lint has a rough, tangled appearance.
As has been previously stated, excess moisture is responsible
for most of the rough preparation in South Louisiana. Excess mois-
ture in seed cotton may cause seed rolls to ran tight, especially if
the fibers are so wet that they are not readily doffed from the gin
saws. Thus the gin saws remove the lint from the seed in tangled or
24
matted tufts of fibers. Even when seed cotton is dry, tight seed rolls
v/ill cause rough preparation because the heavy mass of fiber on the
saw teeth is damaged as it passes through the rib slots. The tighter
the seed roll the greater the damage to the quality o^ the lint.
It is difficult to maintain a loose seed roll with extremely wet or
FIGURE 3.—Preparation of Lint Ginned from Seed Cotton which Had
Been Dried by Varying Amounts of Heat and Ginned with Loose and
Tight Seed Rolls.
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green seed cotton. With this type of cotton the seed roll
will be dense
or lieavy although the roll box may be only half filled with
cotton.
To determine the effect of seed roll density on the
preparation
of lint in South Louisiana, seed roll densities were
checked on every
bale from which samples were secured. It was found
that tight rolls
produced considerably more rough preparation, and at
the lint
moisture range of 8.0 and 9.9 per cent the percentage
was double that
for similar lint ginned with a loose seed roll
(Figure 4). At lint
moistures of 9.9 per cent and above, roll densities were
recorded as
loose when roll boxes were not completely filled; however,
these
seed rolls were not loose in the usual use of the
term loose, since
damp cotton will make a compact roll even when the roll box
is not
completely full. In effect, practically all cotton having a
lint moisture
content of 9.9 per cent or above can be considered as
having been
IDO
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Loose Tight
5.9 St less
,0036 Tight
6.0 - 6.9 7.0 - 7.9 8.0 - 9.9
Seed roll density and lint moisture content
Loose Tight
10.0 $ above
FIGURE 4.—The Relationship of Seed Roll Density and Lint
Moisture
Content to Rough Gin Preparation of Lint Cotton, South
Louisiana, Season
1949.
ginned with a dense seed roll.
It is evident from the data presented that both the ginner
and
the producer have a responsibility in reducing the amount of
gin-
damaged cotton. The producer can help by furnishing the ginner
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with cotton in good ginning condition and by demanding that the
ginner employ effective ginning methods that wiU best preserve lint
quality. The ginner can help by adopting the very best ginning
practices and methods. Modern gin equipment and better ginning
establishments will improve the quality of the girmed lint. Ginners
can insist that growers furnish them with cotton in good ginning
condition and encourage them to employ better harvesting practices.
COST OF GINNING
The financial benefits that may be derived by farmers from
improved ginning service in South Louisiana have been presented.
However, improvements in ginning services through the installation
of additional equipment necessarily result in increased gmning costs,
both operating and fixed. Therefore, the improvements in quality
must be considered in relation to the cost of providing these im-
proved services. With tlus in mind, a group of gins in the area
was selected for studying the various factors affecting their cost of
operation. These gins were selected on the same basis as that used
in selecting those for use in the quality phase of the study and were
in most cases the same gins. Cost data were obtained from 31 ginners
in 1948 and 30 ginners in 1949 (Table 16). The gins were classified
as standard or substandard according to the amount and type of
cleaning and conditioning equipment in the gin. The cost of ginning
lABLE 16. Stratification of gins for cost study, by gin groups, and num-
ber of stands per gin; Soutli Louisiana, seasons of 1948 and
Gin groups
No. of
Stands Standard
Substandard
Avith driers
Substandard
without driers
All gins
1948 1949 1948 1949 1948 1949 1948 1949
No. No. Na. No. No. No. No. No.
2 1
1
3 4 2 1 2 2 3 / 7
4 10 14 6 4 1 1 17 19
5 2 1 2 1 4 2
6 1 1 1 1 2 2
All gins 18 18 9 1 4 5 31 30
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phase of this study is based on the analysis of the cost daia obtained
from the financial records of these gins.
Items Of Cost
The cost items v/ere segregated into operatmg and fixed costs
and are presented for the 1948-49 and 1949-50 seasons separately.
Only those costs directly associated with ginning were included,
except that no attempt was made to allocate any part of the manage-
ment and office expense to other oprations engaged in by the ginner.
Owing to variations in the methods used by ginners in keeping
financial records, the number of categories under v/hich costs are
reported were necessarily linnted to the least number used by those
reporting. The items of cost presented are averages and do not
necessarily mean that all gins reported costs under each item.
Operating costs are given under the following headings:
Labor: This item represents the total amount paid for labor
used during the ginning season and, except for a fev/ gins that did
not separate their accounts, does not include repair labor.
Fuel: This item includes electricity, oil, natural gas or butane
used for power; natural gas or butane used for drier fuel; and lubri-
cating oil and grease. Several gins included the cost of lubricating
oil and grease in miscellaneous expense.
Repairs: Repair labor, except for the gins not reporting separ-
ate labor accounts, repair materials and freight on parts are included
under this item. Cost of replacements of machinery or buildings
was considered as capital expenditure and was not induded under
repairs.
Bagging and ties: This item represents the actual cost of bag-
ging and ties used by the gins during the season.
Manager and office salaries: This item represents the amount
that was paid or withdrawn from the business for management and
office salaries. For gins at which no managerial salaries were
actually paid or withdrawn, the gin manager was asked to make
an estimate of the amount to be charged. Since many of the gin
managers also take care of the office work, these two items were
combined.
Miscellaneous: All items of expense such as lights, water, heat,
office supplies, advertising, publications and dues, telephone and
telegraph, auditing and legal fees, entertainment for customers and
other miscellaneous expenses are included under this item.
28
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Fixed costs are given under the following headings:
Depreciation: Depreciation was calculated at 5 per cent of the
replacement value for all machinery, 5 per cent for all-wood build-
ings, 4 per cent for wood-frame-steel buildings, and 3 per cent for
all-steel buildings. Replacemert values were based upon 1948 gin
prices, and installation and material charges.
Interest on investment: Allowance was made for interest on
investment at 4 per cent of the present value of the gin plants.
Present values were determined by making adjustments in the
replacement value on the basis of appraisals made of the gin plants.
Taxes: This item represents the amount paid for municipal,
county and state property taxes, corporation taxes and license fees.
Insurance: This item includes insurance premiums of all kinds,
such as fire, tornado, flood, fire insurance on cotton and cottonseed
and workman's compensation insurance.
Investment in Ginning Industry
The average replacement value per gin for all gins included in
the study was $53,290 and $53,499 or on a per stand basis $13,431 and
$13,487 for the 1948 and 1949 seasons, respectively (Table 17). These
values represent the amount it would cost to replace these gins on
the basis of 1948 gin prices and installation and material changes.
The slight change in replacement vcdue between the two years was
due to the inclusion of different gins in the study during 1949 rather
than to changes in values of the individual gins. Replacement values
were greatest for those gins having the largest number of stands and
were progressively lower as the number of stands was reduced.
The value per stand, however, decreaed as the number of stands
increased owing to the fact that the investment in gin equipment
other than the gin stand itself dees not increase proportionately as
additional stands are added. During 1948 the average replacement
value for standard gins was $55,713 compared to .$49,935 for substan-
dard gins or on a per stand basis $14,326 and $12,248, respectively.
Since the average number of stands per gin was approximately
the same for the two groups of gins, i;he difference in replacement
values was due almost entirely to the amount and type of cleaning
and conditioning equipm.ent installed in the gins.
In 1948 the present value per gin for standard gins am.ounted to
$36,342 compared to $23,318 for substandard gins or on a per gin
stand basis $9,345 and $5,719, respectively (Table 18). The normal
reduction in present values due to annual depreciation is not re-
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fleeted in the values for 1949 because of the fact that different gins
were included in the study and additions to capital investment were
made by some gins between the two years. The present values used
represent adjustments made in the replacement values based upon
appraisals of the gin plants. The difference in present values between
the two groups is due to differences in the age of the gins and
equipment as well as to the amount and type of cleaning and con-
ditioning equipment installed in the gins. The present value of
standard gins in 1948 represents 65 per cent of their replacement
value compared to only 47 per cent for substandard gins, indicating
that the standard gins were built more recently.
The replacement and present values per gin for both groups of
gins were not exceptionally large; however, owing to the small
volume of cotton ginned these values when computed on a per bale
ginned basis were relatively high (Table 19). Replacem.ent and pres-
ent values per bale ginned were considerably higher during 1949 for
both groups than in 1948 The necessity of considering the volume of
TABLE 19. Replacement value and present value per bale ginned, by gin
groups. South Louisiana, seasons of 1948 and 1949
Season
Gin group* 1948 1949
Replacement
Value
Present
Value
Replacement
Value
Present
Value
Standard gins $35.68 f 23.28 $46.65 $31.45
Substandard gins 37.82 17.66 62.31 26.97
AH gins 36.49 21.15 ' 51.45 30.08
cotton to be ginned in relation to the investment to be made in the
gin is evident. Larger volumes reduce the investment per bale which
in turn results in lower per bale depreciation and interest on invest-
ment costs and consequently significantly lower total per bale costs.
Comnarative Cost of Ginninfif by Gin Groups
The average cost of ginning during the 1948 season was $16,084
for standard gins, $13,708 for substandard, and $15,088 for all gins
or on a per bale basis $10.30, $10.38, and $10 33, respectively (Table
20). A similar relationship between the groups existed during 1949,
although per bale costs were higher by $1.78 at standard gins, $3.84
at substandard gins, and $2.41 for all gins (Table 21). The higher per
bale costs during 1949 were due to lower volumes*, of cotton ginned
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and the nature of the two harvesting seasons. The 1948 season was
above normal for the area in that production v/as high and the
harvesting season was exceptionally dry and of short duration. The
1949 season was more nearly normal for the area, having considerable
rainfall during the harvesting season v/hich prolonged its duration,
and production was below that of 1948.
During 1948 the most important item of expense for standard
gins was bagging and ties, representing 23 per cent of total costs
and was followed by labor and depreciation, representing 21 and 17
per cent, respectively. Bagging and ties and labor each represented
23 per cent of total costs for substandard gins, v/ith depreciation
accounting for 18 per cent. Labor was the most important item of
cost for both groups of gins during 1949. The rank of these items of
cost as to their importance in relation to total costs ciepends primar-
ily upon the volume of cotton ginned. At the higher volumes, bagging
and ties tend to account for an increasing proportion of total cost,
and as volume decreases, first labor and then depreciation represents
the larger proportion. The average volume ginned was lower at
substandard gins than at standard gins and was considerably lower
for both groups of gins in 1949 than in 1948.
Other important items of expense were management and office
salaries and interest on investment, each representing 9 per cent of
total cost at standard gins and 7 per cent at substandard gins in
1948. Fuel and repair costs together represented 13 and 15 per cent
of total costs for standard and substandard gins, respectively.
As has been previously pointed out, the depreciation and interest
on investment items of cost were calculated on the basis of 1948 gin
prices, and installation and material charges and do not represent
the actual cost of these items as carried on the financial records of
the gins surveyed. These amounts as used represent the costs that
would be incurred by the gins , if replaced at present-day prices.
The actual depreciation charged by the gins ranged from no charge
at the older gins which had been fully depreciated to approximately
$1,800 on the more recently built gins. Actual depreciation cost
during 1948 averaged $0.81 per blae for standard gins, $0.49 for sub-
standard gins and $0.64 for all gins, or 47, 27, and 36 per cent of the
calculated costs for the three groups, respectively. Interest on invest-
ment would likewise be som.ewhat smaller if calculated upon the
basis of the actual investment in the gin rather than on the basis
of 1948 gin prices, and installation and material charges.
Operating costs per bale were higher at substandard gins than
35
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at standard gins for botn years of the study. Operating costs repre-
sented m per cent of total costs for standard gins and 71 per cent
for substandard gms during 1948 compared to 64 per cent for both
groups in 1949. Fixed costs per bale were higher at standard gins than
at substandard gins during 1948, but were lower in 1949. As indicated
previously, there was a considerably greater difference in the volume
of cotton ginned by the two groups of gins during 1949 than in 1948,
which accounts for this relationship.
Total costs per bale, for plants of similar size having approxi-
mately the same volume of cotton, were higher for the standard
gins than for the substandard gins during 1948, and a similar rela-
tionship existed during 1949 (Table 22). Both operating and fixed
costs were higher for the standard gins than for the substandard
gins. The higher operating costs may be attributed to increases in
such items of expense as managerial and office salaries, fuel for
power and driers, and miscellaneous expenses. A large proportion
of the standard gins had hired managers, most of whom were paid
on a flat per bale basis, whereas most of the substandard gins were
operated by owner-managers. All standard gins were equipped with
driers, whereas several substandard gins were not. Because of the
relative difference in the amount and type of conditioning and
cleaning equipment, standard gins generally required larger power
plants and consequently used more fuel for these units and for
driers. The difference in per bale fixed costs are attributed almost
entirely to the relatively larger investment in cleaning and condi-
tioning equipment and to the differences in the age of the gin plants
reflected in the form of higher depreciation and interest on invest-
ment charges. The necessity of larger per stand volumes at standard
gins to offset the increased costs incurred in providing improved
ginning services through the installation of additional equipment
is evident in the comparison of the per bale costs of the two groups
of gins.
There was a direct relationship between the volume ginned per
stand and the per bale costs at both standard and substandard gins
during 1948 and 1949 (Table 23). Costs were higher for standard gins
than for substandard gins at all comparable volume ranges during
both years except in the 200-299 range during 1949. This was due to
one of the substandard gins having an exceptionally large per bale
operating cost which resulted in the substandard inns in this volum.e
range having a higher per bale cost than standard gins. The greatest
reduction in cost occurred up to the 300-bale per stand vohime range;
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TABLE 23. Total cost per bale, by gin groups and volume per stand, South
Louisiana, seasons of 1948 and 1949
Season
Volume
per stand
1948 1949
Standard
Sub-
standard
All
Lrins O LdiXU-dl KJL
Sub-
standard
All
Gins
700 and above
500 - 699
400 - 499
300 - 399
200 - 299
Below 200
All gins
Dollars
7.18
10.04
11.05
13.71
16.72
10.30
Dollars
8.40
9.39
10.12
11.99
13.21
10.38
Dollars
7.18
8.40
9.88
10.58
12.86
14.68
^
10.33
Dollars
9.05
9.94
11.20
12.49
17.45
12.08
Dollars
10.89
16.09
15.46
1
14.22
Dollars
9.05
9.94
11.09
13.95
16.55
1
12.74
from this point on reductions were at a smaller rate. A similar
relationship was noted between the volume ginned per gin and the
cost per bale (Table 24).
TABLE 24. Total cost per bale, by gin groups and volume per gin. South
Louisiana, seasons of 1948 and 1949
Season
Volume
per gin
1948 1949
standard
Sub-
standard
All
Gins Standard
Sub-
standard
All
Gins
2000 and above
1500 - 1999
1000 - 1499
750 - 999
Below 750
All gms
Dollars
6.86
9.82
12.08
13.07
14.68
10.30
Dollars
8.15
9.47
10.82
12.48
14.22
10.38
Dollars
7.31
9.72
11.39
12.89
14.46
10.33
Dollars
9.05
9.91
12.11
14.49
19.55
12.08
Dollars
9.50
13.21
15.64
15.94
14.22
Dollars
9.05
9.82
12.46
14.94
16.89
12.74
Fixed and Operating Costs
Fixed Costs—There was a direct relationship between ginning
volumes per gin stand and fixed costs per bale for standard gins
and substandard gins in both 1948 and 1949 (Table 25). Because of
increased capital investment, the standard plants incurred higher
fixed costs than substandard gins at any given volume except in the
200-299 range during 1949, where the relationship was obscured by
too few cases am.ong the standard gins in this group. In 1948 fixed
costs ranged from a high of more than $7.00 per bale for standard
gins operating at volumes below 200 bales per gin stand, downward
to $2.08 per bale for those handling above 700 bales per stand. This
compares with a range of more than $5.00 downward to less than
38
$1.62 per bale for comparable volumes for substandard gins. Since
substandard gins generally contained a smaller amount of condition-
ing and cleaning equipment, fixed costs were much less, the result
being that per bale costs were also significantly reduced.
At the lower volume ranges, fixed cost per bale decreased
at a greater rate for standard gins than for substandard gins. The
difference tended to become more stabilized at tne higher volume
TABLE 25. Fixed cost per bale, by g^in groups and volume per stand, South
Louisiana, seasons of 1948 and 19-49
Volume
per stand
Season
1948 1949
standard
Sub-
standard
All
Gins standard
Sub-
standard
All
Gins
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars
700 and above 2.08 2.08
500 - 699 1.62 1.62 3.31 3.31
400 - 499 2.74 2.37 2.65 3.01 .'{.01
300 - 399 3.43 2.69 3.05 3.54 2.84 3.29
200 - 299 4.60 4.09 4.35 4.84 5.28 5.02
Below 200 7.29 5.48 6.24 7.01 6.99 7.02
All gins 3.16 3.05 3.12 4.30 5.07 4.54
ranges, the result being that any further increase in volume caused
about the same decrease m fixed cost per bale for riins in each group.
It has been observed that the investment per bale ginned was
extremely high for both groups of gins in the area. Because of the low
volumes ginned by both groups, fixed charges such as depreciation
and interest on investment constitute a relatively large part of total
cost for both groups of gins. Since successive increases in volume
result in proportionate decreases in fixed costs it is essential that
gins in the area have adequate ginning volumes. Because of the
increased investment in standard gins, increases in volumes are even
more important for these gins to offset their increased costs.
Operating Costs—Increased volumes of ginning per stand caused
decreases in operating costs per bale for both groups of gins (Table
26). At any given volume range, per bale operating costs were higher
at standard gins than at substandard gins except during 1949, when
the substandard gins were higher owing to two gins having ab-
normally high labor cost. However, at the lower volume ranges
operating costs tended to decrease at a greater rate for standard
gins than for substandard gins and the difference in operating costs
between the two groups tended to become progressively smaller with
each succeeding increase in volume.
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TABLE 26. Operating- cost per bale, by gin groups and volume per stand.
South Louisiana, seasons of 1948 and 1949*
Season
Volume
per stanjd
1948 1949
Standard
Sub- ,
standard
All
Gins Standard
Sub-
standard
All
Gins
700 and above
500 - 699
400 - 499
300 - 399
200' - 2»9
Below 200
All gins
Dollars
5.11
7.39
7.62
9.11
9.43
7.14
Dollars
6.78
7.02
7.43
7.90
7.73
7.33
Dollars
5.11
6.78
7.30
7.53
8.51
8.44
7.21
XJOxxcLL o
5.74
6.93
7.G6
7.65
10.41
7.78
8.05
10.81
8.47
9.15
Dollars
5.74
6.93
7.80
8.93
9.53
8.20
One of the more iniportant items of operating expenses for
both groups of gins was labor. Since, as pointed out previously, labor
costs accounted for about 21 per cent and 23 per cent of total cost for
standard and substandard gins, respectively, it js obvious that the
handling of adequate volumes is essential if labor is to be used
most effectively and unit costs are to be reduced for this item.
Increased volumes would also make it possible for a more continu-
ous use to be made of gin capacity, increasing efficiency in the use
of the power plant and lowering fuel cost.
The relationship of fixed and operating costs to total costs
depends primarily upon the volume of cotton ginned. At low volume
ranges fixed costs constitute a larger part of total cost than they do
at the higher volumes. Operating cost, on the other hand, constitutes
a major part of total cost at the higher volumes and a smaller part
at low volumes (Table 27). The immediate effect of increased vol-
umes is reflected in a reduction of the fixed cost per bale. Any fur-
ther reduction in total costs after high volumes h.-ave been attained
must be achieved through more efficient use of labor, power, and
materials, those cost items which constitute operating costs.
Effect of Volume and Size of Plant on Ginning Costs
There was a direct relationship between the size of plant or
number of gin stands, volume of ginning and total costs per bale
(Table 28). All size groups showed reductions m per bale cost as
volumes increased; however, there were significant differences in
the costs for gins of varying size that ginned similar volumes. The
total costs per bale for similar volumes increased progressively as
the size of the gin plant increased. Five-stand outfits, ginning approx-
imately the same volume of cotton as 4-stand gins, incurred costs of
40
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$3.43 per bale higher than did 4-stand gins. At the average volumes
obtained by gins included in this study, it is evident that the smaller
gins usually operated more efficiently with regard to the utilization
of optimum capacity than gins containing five or more stands.
TABLE 28. Total cost of ginning per bale, by size of gin plant and ginning
volume, South Louisiana, 2-year average, 1948 and 1949
1
Size of gin and Gins per Volume Cost per
volume ginned group per gin bale
2-stands: Number Bales Dollars
iJcllcS ^lllllCLI. •
1 1800 8.28
3-»tands:
Bales ginned
:
x->ciL>w / oyj co 505 14.44
Q9 1121 11.90
All 3-stand gins 14 901 12.41
4-stands:
Bales ginned:
iJClUW /OU 6 Ool 16.89
750-1500 18 1029 12.17
Above 1500 12 2015 8.90
All 4-stand gins 1283 10.81
5-stands
:
Bales ginned:
Below 750 1 534 17.06
750-1500 4 1072 15.60
Abcve 1500 1 1971 10.26
All 5-stand gins 6 1132 14.17
6-stands
:
Bales ginned
:
750 - 1500 1 914 18.80
Above 1500 3 2345 9.48
All 6-stand gins 4 1987 10.55
As indicated previously, increased volumes of ginning have a
direct effect on reducing som.e items of cost, thereby lowering total
costs. Costs were higher by appr6ximately $8.00 per bale for 4-stand
gins ginning volumes below 750 bales per gin as compared to 4-stand
gins having volumes above 1,500 bales per gin.
In view of the relationship of ginning volume and size of plant
to ginning costs, it is essential that gin owners carefully weigh any
projected capital outlay against anticipated ginning volumes before
building large new plants or enlarging present facilities.
GINNING REVENUE
Income received by gins in South Louisiana in 1948 and 1949 was
derived principally from charges made for ginning, the sale of bag-
42
ging and ties, and transactions involving the sale of cotton and cot-
tonseed that had been purchased by the gin from the producer. In
addition the gins derived a small income from such activities as
handling planting seed and fertilizer. Since this study is concerned
with the cost of operating the gin itself, only that income derived
from charges made for ginning and the sale of bagging and ties is
included in this report.
The predominant method of assessing gimiing charges was on
the basis of a flat rate per hundred pounds of lint cotton including
the weight of the bagging and ties. The gins included in the study
usually charged $1.25 per hundred weight of lint cotton for ginning,
in addition to a charge of $3.25 per bale for bagging and vies. These
rates were the same at virtually all of the gins, both standard and
substandard, and were approximately the same during both 1948
and 1949. The rates bear no relation to the quality of the gin service
and only an indirect relation to the cost of ginning. They are gener-
ally determined by competition between gins in the area and in
relation to ginner trade practices, such as the methods used in buying
cottonseed and lint cotton and the m.argins taken for handling these
products. The average ginning revenue received by all gins amounted
to $9.82 per bale during 1948 and ,^10.03 per bale during 1949. Stan-
dard gins received a somewhat smaller revenue than substandard
gins during 1948, $9.74 compared to $9.94. and slightly more than
substandard gins during 1949, $10.08 compared to $9.95. The differ-
ence in average revenue per bale was due to variations in the average
weight of the bales gmned by the two groups of gins.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The standard or modern cotton gins in South Louisiana are
equipped with an 11-shelf tower drier and auxiliary cleaning equip-
ment which consists of either a cylinder cleaner or large extractor
feeders. The older and more obsolete plants are equipped with drum
feeders, approximately 17 per cent have no drying facilities, and none
are equipped with any overhead cleaning equipment.
The most important single factor adversely affecting the value of
cotton produced in South Louisiana is the reduction in grade caused
by rough ginning preparation. Tn recent years as much as 40 per cent
of the crop has been reduced one or more grades because of poor
ginning.
The amount of moisture present in seed cotton as it arrives
at the gin is directly related to rough ginning. Dur.ng the dry season
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of 1948, approximately 60 per cent of the crop was brought to all gins
in such condition that drying was essential prior to ginning, as
compared with over 90 per cent during llie normal season of 1949.
There was little or no difference in the moisture content of seed
cotton delivered to the different groups of gins in either 1948 or 1949.
During the 1948 ginning season, gins not using driers produced
lint having an average seasonal moisture content of 9.6 per cent as
compared with 7.1 per cent for gins equipped with driers. The lower
lint moisture content of cotton ginned at plants equipped with driers
is reflected in a smaller proportion of ginnings which were reduced
one or more grades because of rough preparation.
In 1949, the removal of a sufficient amount of moisture to insure
smooth ginning of all cotton was not accom.plishd by any of the gins.
Standard gins employing driers reduced the lint moisture content
on almost one-half of thejr ginnings to 7 per cent, v/iiich is considered
desirable for good ginning. This compares to only one-fourth of the
ginnings for substandard plants using driers and none for those
plants not equipped with driers. .A^pproximately one-fifth of the
ginnings for standard plants were reduced in grade because of rough
preparation for the season as compared to one-fourth for the sub-
standard gins with driers and over one-half of the ginnings for the
substandard plants not equipped with any drying devices.
Only 3 per cent of the cotton from all gins was reduced in grade
because of rough preparation when the moisture content of the
ginned lint was below 6 per cent. On the other hand, approximately
three-fourths of the ginnings were reduced in grade because of this
factor when the lint moisture content was 12 per cent or more. For
the normal lint moisture range of 6.0 to 6.9 per cent, 13 per cent of
the ginnings were reduced in grade because of rough gin preparation.
This relatively higher proportion of rough ginning for a moisture
range conducive to smooth ginning suggests that factors other than
moisture are partly responsible for rough preparation in the area.
Specifically, heavy weevil infestation and the harvesting of partially
opened green bolls causes lint to be rough in appearance. Producers
may decrease the incidence of rough preparation by picking only
fully opened bolls and by use of defoliants to increase the rate of
opening during the years when plant growth is above average. The
employment of additional drying and cleaning equipment by ginners
to provide an opening action on seed cotton would also aid in reduc-
ing loses incurred through rough preparation.
Although standard gins received cotton containing considerably
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more foreign matter than either group of the substc-ndard gins, clean-
ing and drying action was such that the foreign matter content of
the seed cotton after cleaning was lower at the better equipped gins.
In 1948, standard gins obtained lint equivalent in value to Middling
from seed cotton containing an average of 1.5 per cent foreign matter,
while the substandard plants required seed cotton containing an
average of 1.2 per cent foreign matter to produce lint of equivalent
value. All gins were less efficient in the removal of foreign matter
in 1949, which illustrates the necessity of adequately drying seed
cotton before maximum benefits of the cleaning equipment can be
realized.
During the relatively dry season of 1948, average grade differ-
ences by the various groups of gins were small and insignificant.
On the other hand, during the rainy season of 1949, the seasonal
average grades obtained at standard gins were approximately one-
third grade higher than cotton ginned at the substandard plants. If
all gins had received seed cotton containing equal amounts of
foreign matter, more pronounced grade differences in favor of the
better equipped gins would have been in evidence for both years.
Based on the Government loan prices applicable at Opelousas,
Louisiana, for 1-1/16 inch cotton in 1949, the seasonal average value
per bale for standard gins was $1.08 higher than for cotton ginned at
substandard gins with driers, and $2.50 higher than for cotton gmned
at substandard gins without driers. By adjusting bale values to
measure the loss in value due to rough preparation alone, it was
found that the standard gins incurred a seasonal loss of .^2.31 per bale
as compared with $3.33 per bale for substandard gins employing
driers and $5.67 per bale for substandard gins without driers. The
average loss in value because of rough preparation for early season
cotton ginned at standard plants was approximately $14 per bale.
It is significant that approximately one-half of these bales were
passed through the driers twice. This illustrates the necessity for
better harvesting practices in the area, includirg sun and storage
drying on the farm before attempting to gin such cotton.
Producers who follow the practice of ginning wet seed cotton
at plants with no drying equipment sometimes gain as much as 20
pounds of weight per bale as compared with sinjilarly conditioned
cotton ginned at plants equipped with the conventional 11-shelf
tower drier found in the area. However, when lint cotton contains an
excessive amount of moisture, a corresponding amount of lint, by
weight, is usually left on the seed in the ginning process and the net
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turnout is not affected to any appreciable extent. The effect of
additional weight gained through excess lint moisture is reflected
in lower average prices being paid by buyers for such cotton, as it
is generally understood that such lint cotton will lose a considerable
part of this weight during storage and shipment to the mills. Thus,
all producers in the area are usually penalized and no real gains
result to them as a group.
The average replacement value for standard gins in 1948 was
$55,713 compared to $49,935 for substandard gins. The difference in
values was due almost entirely to the amount and type of cleaning
and conditioning equipment installed in the two groups of gins. On
a per bale ginned basis the present values for both groups of gins
were relatively high, indicating the need for larger gin volumes in
the area.
The average cost per bale for ginning during 1948 was $10.30 for
standard gins and $10.38 for substandard gins at average volumes of
1,561 and 1,320 bales, respectively. Per bale costs were higher by
$1.78 per bale for standard gins and $3.84 for substandard in 1949
owing to lower volumes and a prolonged ginning season. Operating
costs constituted the major part of total cost for both groups of gins
during 1948 and 1949. The most important item of expense during
1948 was bagging and ties; however, because of lower volumes
ginned labor represented a larger part of total cost in 1949.
There was a direct relationship between the volume ginned per
stand and the per bale costs for both standard and substandard gins.
Total costs, however, were higher for standard gins than for sub-
standard gins of similar size ginning approximately the same volume
of cotton. The greatest reduction in cost occurred up to the 300 bale
per stand volume range. Beyond this point reductions were at a
slower rate.
There was a direct relationship between ginning volumes per
gin stand and fixed costs per bale for both groups of gins. Owing to
increased capital investment, the standard gins incurred higher
fixed costs than substandard gins at any given volum.e. At the lower
volume ranges, fixed cost per bale decreased at a greater rate for
standard gins than for substandard gins. However, the differences
tended to become more established at the higher volume ranges.
Fixed costs per bale were relatively high for both groups of
gins owing to the small volumes ginned. Since successive increases
in volumes result in proportionate decreases in fixed costs, it is
essential that gins in the area obtain adequate ginning volumes.
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Increased volumes of ginning per stand caused decreases in
operating costs per bale for both groups of gins. At any given volume
range, per bale operating costs were higher at standard gins than
at substandard gins. However, at the lower volume ranges they
tended to decrease at a greater rate for standard gins. Increased
volumes made it possible for more continuous use to be made of gin
capacity, which results in increased efficiency in the use of labor
and the power plant and consequently lower labor and fuel costs.
There was a direct relationship between the size of plant,
volume of cotton ginned, and ginning cost per bale. All size groups
showed reductions in per bale costs as volumes increased. However,
there were significant differences in the cost for gins of varying size
that ginned similar volumes. In view of this relationship it is essen-
tial that gin owners carefully weigh any projected capital outlay
against anticipated ginning volumes before building large new plants
or enlarging present facilities.
The cost of ginning incurred by standard gins was higher than
that incurred by substandard gins at all comparable volume ranges
because of additional facilities provided by them The increased
cost ranged from $0.30 to $3.50 per bale, depending upon the volume
of cotton ginned. However, because of the larger volumes ginned
by standard plants, they were able to more than offset these addi-
tional costs and operated as a group at somewhat lower cost than
did the substandard gins These gins, through the use of drying
facilities and auxiliary cleaning equipment, prodiiced lint with a
seasonal average value per bale of $2.50 higher than cotton ginned
at substandard plants and maintaiiied volumes large enough to
offset the cost involved in providing the additional services.
Income received by gins in South Louisiana was derived princi-
pally from charges made for ginning, the sale of bagging and ties,
and transactions involving the sale of cotton and cottonseed pur-
chased from the producer. The gins generally charged $1.25 per
hundredweight of lint, including the weight of bagging and ties, in
addition to a charge of $3.25 per bale for bagging and ties. The rates
bear no relation to the quality of the gin service and only an indirect
relation to the cost of ginning. The average ginning revenue received
by gins from this source amounted to $9.82 per bale during 1948 anC
$10.03 in 1949.
The results of the study em.phasize the necessity for adequate
drying capacity in this area. Every gin should be equipped with a
24-shelf tower drier or its equivalent in drying capacity. Gins that
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handle appreciable amounts of green, very
damp cotton should also
have for use on this cotton an additional
drier or at least an addition-
al heater for applying heat to the
seed cotton in the overhead clean-
L or feeders depending on the equipment in use. From a^cleanmg
standpoint, gins should be equipped
with modern huller front gm
stands extrfctor feeders or multiple
unit extractors, and one over-
head cleaner. Drying and cleaning
combinations of this type could
perform a creditable job of ginning on most
of the cotton harvested
in the area at present. A limited number of
elaborately equipped
plants centrally located throughout
the area to handle effective y
wet early season and late season
roughly harvested cot on would
probably nrove to be advantageous to
the cotton industry in the
area However, potential benefits from
drying, cleaning, and extract-
ing cannot be fully realized unless
timely repairs ai-d replacements of
saws ribs, and the doffing mechanism
of the gin stands are made,
and unless the producer and
management insist upon operating
practices that insure loose seed
rolls which are basic to smooth
^'''The results of the study indicate
that gin owners who make
improvements in their ginning facilities can
expect to offset all or
part of their additional cost through
increases in volume due to new
Customers attracted to the gm by improved services
and increased
bale values. However, because of
excessive gin capacity available m
the area, it is highly improbable
that all of the small obsolete sub-
standard gins can increase their
volumes sufficiently to offset the
added cost of modernizing these
plants. Therefore, from the stand-
point of the area as a whole, it would be
preferable that the older,
more obsolete gins be dismantled, thereby
increasing the volumes
of the remaining gins to the extent
that they may make needed
improvements. Gin owners, especially those
who own more than
one plant, operating plants with
small volumes should consider
consolidating their operations into one
modern gm mstead of opera-
ting individual obsolete gins
and thereby increase volumes suffi-
cientlv to offset the cost of
modernizing the remaining plants.
Eesults of the study emphasize the need
for additional volumes
of cotton by both groups of gins in
South Louisiana to obtain more
efficient utilization of present ginning
capacity and to decrease over-
head cost. Since increased volumes
reduce cost largely m terms of
fixed costs, it is also important that
gin operators be on the alert
to take advantage of every possible
means to reduce operatmg costs
through more efficient operation. Since
labor accounts for such an
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important part of operating costs, efficient use of a small, competent
well-tramed labor force will do much to reduce this item of expense
Most gins in the area had larger labor forces than needed for effi-
cient operation. Operators can also make mo:e efficient use of
machinery and equipment and thereby reduce power and repair
costs.

